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Assistant Professor, Dept. of English
Vasantrao Naik Govt. Institute of Arts and Social Sciences
Nagpur, Maharashtra.

Nobody really knows
Where the human soul goes
Everyone trying to find out it
But all they fail how it exists
It has been a mystery
Since many years in the world
It’s not still revealed
While it has been an unsolved riddle
Human life is just like
Ever changing seasons
To see beyond the life
It requires spiritual visions
What may happen in the life to a moment?
No one can here guess
For some has got life more
And some has got vey less
The ultimate truth of life
Is the only death
To free the human soul
Life has to stop the last breath
You will die one day
And also I will die
Nobody will remain here forever
Either on the earth or in the sky
Though life is an accident
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But the death is certain
Enjoy each moments of life
Before the life removes its curtain.

An Outsider
Though I am a part of the world
But this doesn’t belong to me
I’ll have to leave it one day
Though I am trying here to be
The life told me yesterday
You are only the unwanted guest
Stay here with me for sometime
But do something for me the best
Don’t ever expect from me
That I would be with you forever
You must leave me that moment
As I just say you whenever
Don’t worry my dear life
I will follow your commands
So long as I am here
I’ll fulfill your all demands.

*Being a teacher as well as student of literature, I am fond of reading and composing poems
in English and Marathi languages. I have published 12 research papers on various topics of
English Language and Literature in different International Journals. Writing is one of the
important parts of my life. I aspire to develop my poetic sense through my hobby of writing
poems and wish to liberate stupendous power within me to accomplish my dream.
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